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Abstract- The rapid development of XML technology 
improves the WWW, since the XML data has many 
advantages and has become a common technology for 
transferring data cross the internet. Therefore, the 
objective of this research is to investigate and study the 
XML indexing techniques in terms of their structures. The 
main goal of this investigation is to identify the main 
limitations of these techniques and any other open issues. 
Furthermore, this research considers most common XML 
indexing techniques and performs a comparison between 
them. Subsequently, this work makes an argument to find 
out these limitations. To conclude, the main problem of all 
the XML indexing techniques is the trade-off between the 
size and the efficiency of the indexes. So, all the indexes 
become large in order to perform well, and none of them is 
suitable for all users’ requirements. However, each one of 
these techniques has some advantages in somehow.  
Keywords: XML Data; indexing XML data techniques; 
indexing techniques; XML database. 
1 Introduction 
XML has become a common technology for the 
transformation of data across the WWW. It was 
recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
in 1998, and has become the standard medium for data 
presentation and exchange over the WWW. Indexing plays 
a major role in enhancing XML data queries operation.  
The relational database is a robust and mature technology 
and thus more reliable compared with XML. However, the 
XML data has some advantages compared with the 
relational model, which are the following: 1) the structure 
of an XML document is integrated with the data, whereas 
the structure in a relational model is separate. Thus, it is 
better to use XML as a medium for transforming data on 
the Web; 2) XML data has the advantage of flexibility for 
querying languages, a feature that is not available in SQL; 
3) XML data is flexible for adapting to the development of 
the data structures[1, 2].  
1.1 Research questions: this research considers the 
following questions: 
a) What are the main XML data indexing techniques and 
structures that have been developed and investigated?    
b) What are the key results and findings on the XML 
indexing techniques and structures? 
c) What problems, limitations, and challenges that this 
research area faces? 
1.2 Research aims: Broadly speaking, the main goal 
of this research is to study XML indexing techniques and 
structures in order to ascertain the key advantages and 
disadvantages for each of these techniques. In more detail, 
the following points are the objectives:   
a) Investigate the main indexing techniques and schemes. 
b) Consider some common comparison criteria for these 
indexing techniques.   
c) Compare these techniques and determine the 
limitations.   
d) Identify the issues and open problems of XML indexing 
techniques.   
1.3 Motivations: The motivation of this research is 
basically the significance of XML data for database 
management systems and web technology. Moreover, 
XML database indexing is a major factor in the efficiency 
and reliability of XML data technology.  This indexing is 
also a critical demand nowadays due to the growth of XML 
data usage, XML database size, and the number of users 
during the last decade. Therefore, it is important to 
investigate the performance of XML indexing techniques. 
Thus, this research considers and studies the most popular 
XML indexing techniques in order to find out the 
advantages and limitations for each kind of them [3-5].   
1.4 Paper organization: The remainder of the paper 
is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the research 
method. The literature review is presented in Section 3. 
Section 4 discusses the results. Section 5 describes the 
discussion and the analysis. Section 6 discusses the 
conclusion, with future work presented in Section 7.  
     
2 Research method 
The research method used is a comparison review with a 
consideration of the research questions, identification of 
research area, selection process, comparison criteria, and 
evaluation. The research discusses these stages in the 
following:  
2.1 Review Plan: the first step is to make a plan for the 
review. This plan considers the method and the process that 
will be applied. The goal of the study is to review the 
studied indexing XML data techniques and answer the 
research questions.  
2.2 Identification of Research: a comprehensive 
and fair search is an important factor to obtain relevant 
materials such as articles and conference papers, and then 
to achieve a good review. The start of this search was to 
identify the search keywords and terms. Different 
keywords were used in order to obtain as many papers and 
other materials as possible. The table 1 shows examples of 
these keywords.  
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TABLE 1: SEARCH KEYWORDS AND TERMS 
XML data Indexing XML 
 XML principles. 
 XML data and database. 
 XML data and semi-structured. 
 XML Database.  
 Query XML. 
 Query optimization.  
 XML applications. 
 XML documents.  
 Indexing XML techniques. 
 XML indexes classification. 
 XML Schemes.  
 XML index structures.  
 Evaluation of XML indexes. 
 
 
All possible keywords and terms of the indexing and XML 
technologies were tried in the search. The Summon 
(Huddersfield University search engine) and Google 
Scholar are the most used search engines for the search. 
The following electronic databases and libraries are the 
most used resources: ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar 
database, Science Direct, Springer Link, and Huddersfield 
University library.     
2.3 Selection process: after each search operation, a 
number of identified articles and papers were ignored since 
they were irrelevant or duplicate titles. To identify which 
articles to select, the selection process went through a 
number of stages as follows: 
1- Check the title to find those related to the review.  
2- Read the abstract in order to find more details about the 
articles and exclude all articles not relevant. After 
conducting this criterion, the number of articles was 
reduced to about 100.  
3- These articles were scanned and considered, as a final 
check and to exclude any not related ones.  
2.4 Quality assessment and classification: the 
identified papers and articles need to be classified into 
categories. There are many kinds of classifications for 
XML indexing techniques, each of which depends on the 
aims and aspects of the study. The next section gives more 
detail about the classification and criteria used in this 
research. With respect to quality, the articles are divided 
into two classes, namely, development and innovation 
studies, and analysis and review studies. The criterion for 
any study being considered as development and innovation 
study is that the article has proposed or developed a new 
contribution; whereas the criterion for the analysis and 
review study is that the article has a survey or a review of 
others.          
2.5 Techniques for classification and review: 
XML indexing techniques can be classified into three 
categories according to the ways and aspects in which they 
are evaluated. First, the indexing techniques are evaluated 
on the basis of the structural relationships in the index. The 
classification of this category is usually divided into three 
classes, as follows: 1) node indexes; 2) path indexes; 3) 
sequence indexes [6, 7]. Second, this classification is based 
on the position or location of the index residence. The 
position can be either in the main memory as a temporary 
index or in the hard disk, called a disk-based index. The 
former has the advantage of fast response as it avoids the 
input and output expenses. However, it has the 
disadvantage that it lacks scalability for large index files.  
Third, in this category, classification is based on the type of 
document that is indexed. There are two classes, namely, 
the index data-centric document, and the index document-
centric XML database [8].  
This research focuses on structural relationships indexes as 
this category is the most relevant to the objectives of the 
research [9, 10]. 
2.6 Common criteria for the evaluation of 
indexing techniques: the ideal method for evaluating 
a XML indexing technique is to compare it with other 
techniques using some of the criteria that are suitable for 
all such techniques. There are a number of common criteria 
that are used to compare indexing techniques. This research 
uses some of them in order to evaluate the three structural 
indexes, namely, node index, graph index and sequence 
index. These criteria were chosen as the most helpful ones 
for users to select the best technique for their requirements. 
The selection is carried out by determining the features that 
these indexes support, for instance: precision, response 
time, and completeness. The following are these used 
criteria:                                                                                                      
a) Retrieval power: this means the precision and 
completeness of the result, and the type of queries 
supported.  
b) Processing complexity: this step covers a few issues, 
such as the requirement of structural joins – in order to 
improve the performance of a query operation; there is 
a need to minimize the number of joins. Other issues 
include the processing cost, and the need to compute 
the relationships between elements.   
c) Scalability: large indexes involve many input and 
output operations. Thus this increases the query 
processing time.  
d) Update cost: basically, there are two kinds of updates, 
namely, inserting a node and inserting a subtree. The 
nodes in a tree index need to be kept organized in a 
particular way to reflect all kinds of relationships. 
These relationships have to be preserved if a new node 
is inserted into the tree. Thus, the index has to reflect its 
location with respect to these relationships, which 
makes the case more complex, especially if the scheme 
has no spaces for the new node.  
 
3 Literature review 
XML data is considered to be a semi-structured data since 
the schema and the data are mixed in the semi-structured 
data. Thus, this feature provides flexibility for the semi-
structured data. Moreover, XML and semi-structured data 
have more similar features such as simple models, 
flexibility, self-descriptive models, and readable models for 
both humans and computers. The semi-structured data is 
able to represent XML data from other models [1, 11-13]. 
3.1 XML data indexing techniques:  this research 
focuses on the XML indexes of structural relationships as 
this category is the most relevant to the objectives of this 
research. These indexing techniques are evaluated on the 
basis of the structural relationships in the index. The 
classification of this category is usually divided into three 
classes, which are the following: 1) node indexes;  2) path 
indexes;  3) sequence indexes.   
3.1.1 Node indexes: basically, node indexes retain values 
in the XML tree structure. Each value reflects the location 
of a node in the tree. These values are used to find a certain 
node’s parents, child, sibling, ancestor and descendent. 
These values are represented by numbers and used to 
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resolve simple and twig queries. Generally, the most 
commonly used schemes are the interval (also known as 
region) labelling scheme and the prefix (also known as 
path) scheme. Further details about these schemes can be 
found in the following sections  [14-17] [18-21] [22]. 
3.1.1.1 Prefix scheme: this type of scheme generates code 
containing two fragments which are the prefix part and the 
actual-code. The prefix part encodes the previous node 
code. The actual-code encodes the order of the node in the 
tree. There are many examples of this scheme, and the 
most popular one is Dewey labelling. Dewey labelling has 
two parts in each node except in the root node. This code is 
called the Dewey code [23-25]. The code at each node has 
two parts. The first part is an increasing number that 
reflects the location of the node. The second part is the 
Dewey code which is the parent’s code. These parts are 
separated by a dot like this “.”. The root code has only one 
part since it has no parent. Figure 1 shows an example of a 
Dewey labelling scheme [16, 24, 26-28]. 
 
 
Figure 1. Dewey labelling scheme. 
 
A number of researchers [17] developed a dynamic 
labelling method that can be used with Dewey labels with 
identifiers of size 0(log n) where “n” is the size of the 
database. All labelling schemes including Dewey need 0(n) 
bits per label [7]. Different kinds of prefix labels are 
suggested. The following are examples of some of them: 
Duong and Zhang [29] developed Labelling Scheme for 
Dynamic XML Data called (LSDX). In this method the 
numbers and letters are combined. This scheme supports 
the ancestor/descendent relationship and the sibling 
between nodes. Lu and Ling [23] propose a labelling 
scheme that contains two parts. The first part is the group 
ID. The second part is the group prefix. This scheme is 
called GRoup base Prefix (GRP). Both the LSDX and GRP 
schemes are firm and immutable as the label sizes of these 
schemes can reach 0(n) bits per label. The ORDPATH 
labelling scheme was developed by a number of 
researchers [30].   
3.1.1.2 Interval labelling Scheme: this is also known as 
Region-based Encoding. Basically, the idea of this scheme 
is to attach two values to each node – the startID and the 
endID. The startID is used to save the node ID for first 
element or attribute. The endID is used to store the end of 
the attribute. There are some examples of this labelling 
scheme such as the (Beg, End) and (Pre, Post) labelling 
schemes. The (Beg, End) labelling scheme allocates two 
numbers to each node, based on its sequential traversal 
order as follows: the mechanism gives a “Beg” number to 
all elements starting from the root, and each element, 
attribute of an element, value of an attribute, and value of 
an element, according to the sequential location in the 
XML document. When we reach the end of an attribute or 
an attribute value then the allocated value is the “End” 
number [31-33]. 
 
Figure 2. (Beg, End) labelling Scheme [34]. 
  
The scheme (Beg, End) can be used to answer both twig 
query and path query by making use of the relational 
database management system. This can be achieved by 
using “structural joins” [35]. To answer a query, the 
relationships between any couple of nodes in a path in this 
query is investigated individually as the granularity of this 
indexing scheme is determined at the level of each node 
and therefore this provides a precise and complete answer 
for the query. XML queries shred XML documents into 
tables of relational databases with the fixed schema (Label, 
Beg, End, Level, Flag, and Value) [8]. Table 2 represents 
the relational table of shredded XML document of the 
above node tree.  
 
TABLE 2:  A NODE TABLE OF THE XML DATA IN FIGURE 2 [34] 
Label Beg End Level Flag 
(Type) 
Value 
Book 2 6 2 Element Null  
Author  3 5 3 Value Tim  
Paper 7 8 2 Element  Null 
..... ... ... .... ....... ....... 
Paper 14 21 2 Element Null 
Reviewer  15 17 3 Attribute  Ahmad  
  
A number of researchers such as Silberstein et al. and Chen 
et al. [33] have developed dynamic labelling schemes for 
interval indexes. The dynamic labelling schemes allow 
relabeling of the schemes. The interval labelling scheme is 
the most used scheme for fixed encoding. Such examples 
propose leaving spaces between the values in order to add 
new nodes. In case of adding new nodes, there is a need for 
re-numbering or other solution.  
Cohen et al. [7] approved that persistent labelling needs 
0(n) bits per label where n is the size of the tree. The 
interval labels size is used to measure the complexity as 
this size determines the total size of the index. It is 
preferable to keep the used number of bits small as this can 
allow the index to reside in the main memory. 
Li and Moon [18] developed the (Order, Size) labelling 
scheme. Each Order and Size has a certain job. The Order 
one is based on a traversal of pre-order, whereas the Size 
part is an estimation of the number of child or descendent 
nodes for a given node. The advantage of this mechanism 
is that this labeling scheme leaves space for any case of 
adding or inserting nodes in order to avoid relabeling of the 
data-tree as relabeling can cause delay.  
3.1.1.3 Summary: to conclude, both the prefix scheme and 
interval labelling scheme perform well in XML operations. 
The interval labelling scheme is better than the prefix 
scheme in terms of the storage space cost. Thus, some 
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enhancements have been added by reducing the 
comparison costs and other features in interval labelling 
scheme. Nevertheless, this scheme is costly in terms of 
updates [35, 36] [37, 38].  
3.1.2 Graph indexing scheme (Path scheme): this type of 
indexing scheme is also known as a summary index and is 
described as a structural path summary. It is used to 
enhance query efficiency by producing a path summary for 
XML data in order to accelerate the process of query 
evaluation. However, it can also be used to solve twig 
queries, but with the extra cost of multiple joins operations. 
There are a number of graph indexes such as DataGuide 
[39, 40]; Index Fabric [41]; APEX [42]; D(K)-index [43];  
(F+B)K-index [44]; and F&B-index [1, 8]. Graph indexes 
are classified in different categories according to the 
number of criteria [41, 42, 45, 46]. 
Graph indexes have been classified into different types of 
categories on the basis of different criteria. Examples of 
these classifications are the following: Polyzotis and 
Garofalakis classified the graph indexes according to 
exactness [47]. This classification divided the schemes into 
exact schemes such as strong Data Guide, 1-index, disk-
based F&B-index, Index Fabric, and F&B-index, and 
approximate schemes. Examples of approximate schemes 
are A(K)-index, approximate Data Guide, D(K)-index, and 
(F+B)K-index [47].   
There is another category that classifies schemes into two 
classes, namely, path indexes (aka P-index), which are 
suitable for simple path queries such as DataGuide and 1-
Index, and twig indexes (aka T-index), suitable for twig 
queries such as F&B-index [8].     
Another category [34] considers a classification that 
categorizes the graph schemes into determinism and 
bisimilarity. In more detail, in determinism, the paths of the 
tree are considered to be deterministic paths. The other 
category, bisimilarity, has two sub classes – forward and 
backward. According to the determinism and bisimilarity 
classification, for more detail, graph indexes are 
categorized into the following classes:   
3.1.2.1 Deterministic graph indexes: in this index, every 
path is listed once in the summary graph. Each path in a 
summary graph has at least one identical path in the data 
graph. There are some indexing schemes that are 
considered as deterministic graph indexes such as Strong 
DataGuide, Approximate DataGuide, and Index Fabric [39, 
40, 43].     
The Strong DataGuide was proposed by Goldman and 
Widon [39]. Strong DataGuides have the ability to give 
complete and precise results for both simple parent/child 
path queries and ancestor/descent path. Regarding the twig 
queries, Strong DataGuides are complete but not precise 
[44].  
The Approximate DataGuide (ADG) has solved the 
problem of the large size of the Strong Data Guide since 
this scheme shows large size in some cases [40].   
Cooper et al. proposed the Index Fabric in order to solve 
the problem of scalability [41]. The Index Fabric is 
theoretically like the Strong Data Guide as the size might 
enlarge dramatically. Moreover, the Index Fabric is 
complete for both path and twig queries. However, it is 
precise for the path but not for the twig [34].  
3.1.2.2 Non-deterministic graph indexes with 
backward bisimilarity: there are a number of these 
indexing schemes such as: 1-index, A(K) index, and D(K) 
index. These indexes are divided based on backward 
bisimilarity. The 1-index was proposed by Milo and Suciu 
[48] in order to decrease the size of a structural summary. 
The 1-index divides the data nodes of a document into 
similar classes based on their backward bisimilarity. The 1-
index and DataGuide are the same in the case of s simple 
XML data tree.  
Kaushik et al. [44] proposed the A(K)-index mostly to 
solve the size cost. The size of an A(K)-index is small 
compared with Strong DataGuide and 1-index. The A(K)-
index is usually complete but not always precise. 
Chen, Lim, et al. propose the D(K)-index [43] in order to 
select the most appropriate value of “k” which is a big 
problem for the A(K)-index. Thus, the D(K)-index is better 
than the A(K)-index with respect to processing time and 
storage size. Apart from this, the A(K)-index and D(K)-
index are similar schemes in terms of scalability, 
completeness and precision [34].                   
3.1.2.3 Non-deterministic graph index with forward 
and backward bisimilarity: this is the only kind of graph 
index that has the ability to support twig queries: the F&B-
index, (F+B)K-index, and the disk based F&B-index [49] 
[44]. The F&B-index was proposed by Abiteboul et al. [1]. 
It is different from the A(K)-index and D(K)-index as this 
scheme is based on the incoming and outgoing paths’ 
bisimilarity for all nodes. Thus, it is a twig structural index 
scheme. [50] developed the (F+B)k-index. This scheme is 
an improved release of the F&B-index. The (F+B)k-index 
scheme controls the size of the F&B-index by identifying 
the value of the “K” [8].    
The Disk-based F&B-index was proposed by [51]. This 
index scheme has provided additional properties and 
criteria. The Disk-based F&B-index is an integration of 1-
index and F&B-index in a new clustered Disk-based F&B-
index which is then saved on the disk. [34].    
3.1.3 Sequence indexing scheme: this kind of index 
converts both XML documents and queries into structure 
sequences. Sequence indexes put the values and the 
structures of XML data together into an integrated index 
structure. This new structure is used to evaluate both path 
and twig queries efficiently: answering a query, making a 
string sequence that matches the sequence of the data with 
the query. This technique reduces the need for joins to 
evaluate twig query [27]. Basically, the sequence schemes 
are classified into two types according to the importance of 
tree mapping direction, which are as follows: top-down 
sequence indexing schemes, and bottom-up sequence 
indexing schemes.  
Wang, Park, Fan and Yu (2003) proposed the ViST. This 
scheme is based on B+ tree [52]. The ViST (Virtual Suffix 
Tree) is an example of top-down sequence indexes. The 
ViST scheme is based on the B+ tree. In addition, the ViST 
has the disadvantage of weakening the query operations 
due to the large number of nodes being checked. This is 
due to the ViST being used as a top-down sequence. Thus, 
the size of the index becomes very large when dealing with 
large XML documents since the top elements are added 
into the sequence. This is the main disadvantage of the 
ViST scheme. The PRIX (Prufer sequence for indexing 
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XML) is an example of a bottom-up sequence index. This 
indexing technique does a good job in decreasing the query 
processing time. Since the ViST has a problem of 
scalability as mentioned above, Rao and Moon propose the 
PRIX as another method that uses a bottom-up sequence to 
solve the scalability problem with the ViST [53]. 
 Some studies show that these two indexing schemes have 
a weakness in terms of precision, recall, and processing 
complexity [52, 54]. However, the sequence indexing 
techniques have some advantages such as 1) the ability to 
expect the results of the query; 2) using the complete query 
tree as one component in order to avoid the cost of the joint 
operations.  Figure 3 is an example illustrates how this 
indexing technique works.   
 
 
Figure 3: Sequence-based indexing examples 
 
From Figure 3, the XML tree is changed into a sequence as 
follows: T= (A), (S,A), (N,AS), (F1,ASN), (G,AS),  
(F2,ASG), (S,A), (N,AS), (F3,ASN), (G,AS), (F4,ASG). 
Despite the sequence indexing technique having the 
advantage of speeding the query pre-evaluation and getting 
rid of the increase of structural joins, this technique also 
has two disadvantages, namely, 1) the sequence of XML 
produced by one of these technique algorithms has to be 
reconstructed quite often; 2) this technique uses a hashing 
algorithm to encode the textual values, which makes the 
hash list increase very fast, therefore the indexing becomes 
very slow [53, 55-60].   
 
4  Results 
Using the framework that was defined in the Methods 
section, the articles were classified accordingly. Table 3 
shows this classification and the statistics.  
The indexing techniques have been categorized into three 
classes. Node indexes, graph indexes, and sequence 
indexes. The investigation in this research has found the 
following consequences: 
1- To the best of our investigation, there is no single 
indexing technique that is ideal for all users’ requirements. 
Therefore, choosing a suitable indexing technique depends 
on the user’s requirements.   
2- With respect to the retrieval power and processing 
complexity, the node indexing technique is a good one for 
precision of the results.   
3- Regarding scalability, it is clear that most of the 
indexing techniques suffer from this problem. The problem 
that these techniques always face is the trade-off between 
size and efficiency.   
4- Update cost is also a common limitation and all 
investigated techniques have this disadvantage.  
 
TABLE 3: CLASSIFIED ARTICLES 
             indexing 
Articles     techniques 
classifications 
Node 
index 
Graph 
index 
Sequence 
index 
Sum Other 
articles 
Development and 
Innovation 
5 9 7 21 
 
 
16 Analysis and Review 
3 2 2 7 
Sum of each class 8 11 9 28 
 
4.1 Limitations and open issues of the indexing 
techniques: there are number of limitations and open 
issues that will be discussed in the following: 
4.1.1 Limitations: having investigated and studied most 
indexing techniques, there are three key limitations and 
problems. These limitations are given as follows:  
1- Index size: most of the studied indexing techniques 
have a problem of scalability. Some indexing techniques 
are considered to be main memory indexes. Thus, owing to 
the large size of indexes they cannot reside in the main 
memory. Furthermore, other approaches that use disk-
based indexing techniques also have a problem with the 
scalability of the indexes as the processing time is affected 
by the index capacity and its performance.      
2- The cost of computation problem: there is a high cost 
with respect to construction of indexes and the query 
evaluations procedure. Regarding the relational XML 
indexes, the disadvantage is that there is a need for a 
complex computation process in the query evaluation by 
working out the elements’ relationships. The updating of 
indexes: this problem is a common one among XML 
indexing techniques.  
4.1.2 Open issues and challenges: many researches have 
been carried out on the indexes of XML data. However, 
there are still many challenges and open issues that need to 
be considered. Perhaps the key challenge for XML indexes 
is the irregularity of structure and data. XML data is 
considered as semi-structured data. This means that data 
may be not be complete or may be irregular, and the 
structure may change quickly and randomly.  
 
5  Discussion and analysis 
The XML database systems are a relatively new research 
area and not as mature as the DBMS. However, many 
previous studies considered the classifications and 
evaluations of XML indexing and structures. Each of them 
has a different investigation and results, depending on the 
aims and the methodology of the study. Furthermore, XML 
indexing data is a key factor in enhancing the XML query.  
Although heavy research in XML indexing data has been 
carried out, most of these techniques still face a lack of 
efficiency. This research has found there is no single 
technique that is perfect for all types of queries. However, 
each kind of XML indexing technique has some 
advantages in different aspects. Node indexes are the most 
inefficient with regard to structural joins since they need 
joins for both path and twig queries, whereas graph indexes 
need no structural joins to support path queries. But for the 
evaluation of the twig queries, the structural joins are 
required. Regarding the sequence indexes, they are the 
most efficient as they encode the structure within the 
sequence. To summarize, Table 4 shows a summary 
Label Map 
Students A 
PGR S 
Name N 
Group G 
Omar F1 
XDIR F2 
James F3 
SE F4 
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evaluation for the four techniques using the mentioned 
criteria. 
 
 TABLE 4: COMPARISON BETWEEN THE INDEXING 
TECHNIQUES USING THE CRITERIA 
 
No. 
 
Criteria 
Node 
index 
technique 
Graph index 
technique 
Sequence 
index 
technique 
 
1 
Retrieval 
power  
(precision) 
 
Yes 
Yes/no 
( yes for path & 
no for Twig) 
 
No 
 
2 
Processing 
complexity 
No Yes/no 
(join required ) 
Yes 
3 Scalability Yes Yes Yes 
4 Update cost Yes Yes Yes 
 
6  Conclusion 
To conclude, The XML database systems are not as mature 
as the relational database management systems which have 
been studied heavily for decades. The indexing of XML 
data plays a major role in enhancing the performance of 
queries. In addition, since XML has a great deal of 
advantages in terms of data transformation in the WWW, 
this research has investigated and studied the XML 
indexing data techniques and structures. The issue is that, 
to index XML data, it has to represent and reflect the 
structure, so an efficient path can be made. Moreover, the 
main problem for indexing techniques is the trade-off 
between the size and efficiency of the indexes. Therefore, 
all the indexes become large in order to perform well. The 
analysis of this research has been carried out on the basis of 
factors that influence the performance, such as the retrieval 
power, processing complexity, scalability and update cost. 
The initial findings show that no one of all the indexing 
techniques is ideal for all cases and user’s requirements.  
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